Installing your unslingit harness
1. Your UnslingIt harness will be most comfortable when
mounted on your backpack straps near the height indicated by
the line shown in the photo. This location ensures the harness
stays on your backpack straps and does not interfere with your
shoulders or arms.
NOTE: If this position doesn’t work for you, try attaching the
harness to the carry handle at the top of the pack. If you
choose that position, put the retainer straps (see page 3) near
the red line area to keep the harness out of your way.

2. To install your harness, place the loop of the harness
behind your pack strap and loop the harness through the loop
as shown.
After this step, you are going to pull the harness through the
loop until it is tightened around the strap and the harness pad
is all the way through the loop.
NOTE: This step may require you to pinch or squeeze your
strap together to allow the harness to get past the woven pad
on the harness (see next photo)

3. You will know that your harness is installed correctly when
the woven pad is pulled all the way through the loop. This
prevents the harness from loosening on the pack strap.
Now simply do the same thing on the other pack strap and
you are ready to go!

Experiment with your rifle and find the carry that works best for
you. Barrel up, barrel down, it’s all up to you.
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Installing firearm connectors
1. Place the firearm connectors over the top of your firearm with
the loops going around the sling swivels, then slide the sliding
knots towards the swivels to lock it on.. NOTE: Only the rear
stock connector has an extra sliding knot to tighten the
connector to the stock

2. Connect to the harness by placing the rifle connector knot
over a stationary knot and below a sliding knot. Then simply
slide the slider knot down to lock the connector onto the
harness.
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3. Please note that the above picture shows the connector
being attached to the harness without the firearm. This is only
done to clearly show how it attaches. You should attach the
connector to the firearm as shown in step 1 before attaching to
the harness.
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using your harness retainers
1. Your UnslingIt system comes with 2 little do-hickeys that
look like the picture. They are shoulder strap retainers and
are designed to keep your harness aligned with your pack
straps if you need to attach the harness to the packs carry
handle (see last picture on this page for example).

2. The retainers are designed with 2 options for tightening around
your shoulder strap as shown here.

NOTE: You may not need to use these retainers at all. If you do not
want to install them, no problem!

UnslingIt harness attached to carry
handle of pack

3. If you want to install the retainer(s), choose a position
as high as possible that still keeps the UnslingIt aligned
with your packs strap.
NOTE: You may find that you do not need any retainers
or you may choose to use only one or both. Total
freedom!
Retainer
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using your unslingit j-hooks
1. Your UnslingIt harness with J-Hooks will work best if you
have the rear stock J-hook one spot lower than the forestock
J-hook as shown in the picture. There are 7 connection
points on each side, so you can raise or lower your firearm to
suit your preference
NOTE: Placing the rear stock J-hook just behind the trigger
guard provides the best balance point for carrying your
firearm and placing equal weight on your packs shoulder
straps.

Sliding knot

2. To install your J-hooks, put the large knot at the top of the J
-hook between the 2 strands of the harness. The J-hook knot
should be above a stationary knot and below a slider knot

Stationary knot

3. Once your J-hook is in position, simply slide down the
sliding knot as shown and do the same for the other J-hook.
They are now locked on and ready to go hunting!
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